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Abstract

Wood is well defined as an engineering material. However, living wood in the tree is often regarded only as a passive skeleton consisting of a sophisticated pipe system for the ascent of sap and a tree-like structure made of a complex material to resist external forces. There are two other active key roles of living wood in the field of biomechanics: (i) additive manufacturing of the whole structure by cell division and expansion, and (ii) a ‘muscle’ function of living fibres or tracheids generating forces at the sapwood periphery. The living skeleton representing most of the sapwood is a mere accumulation of dead tracheids and libriform fibres after their programmed cell death. It keeps a record of the two active roles of living wood in its structure, chemical composition, and state of residual stresses. Models and field experiments define four biomechanical traits based on stem geometry and parameters of wood properties resulting from additive manufacturing and force generation. Geometric parameters resulting from primary and secondary growth play the larger role. Passive wood properties are only secondary parameters, while dissymmetric force generation is key for movement, posture control, and tree reshaping after accidents.
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Introduction

Trees are a specific type of plants with a characteristic woody compartment, which is both aerial and subterranean, that allows them to exploit very large resources: that is, solar energy and nutrients above and below ground. The perennial woody part of a tree is a ‘tree-like’ structure, made of cantilever beams, which grows in dimension and mass throughout the whole of the tree’s life. The aerial part of the woody structure, which is discussed in this review, has to perform some basic mechanical functions: (i) give progressively higher and progressively larger support to the canopy, which captures sunlight (i.e. manufacture of structure); (ii) resist external forces, which are mainly due to gravity and wind loads (i.e. mechanical resistance); (iii) control and eventually restore the prescribed posture of the structure (i.e. posture control); and (iv) provide a network of conduits resistant to the pressure needed for sap flow (i.e. a hydraulic system).

Wood is the natural tissue that forms the bulk of all the woody parts—the trunk, branches, and roots—located under the bark, and is described in biological reference books (e.g. Raven et al., 2007). Unlike the wood used as an inert engineering material, as described in technical reference books (e.g. Forest Products Laboratory, 2010), wood inside the tree is a living tissue that is actively involved in the four mechanical functions described above (Déjardin et al., 2010). Of course, the functions of wood in the tree are not only mechanical. Wood also plays essential roles in the flow of nutrients and information between the roots and canopy, and in the storage of water and nutrients.
Biomechanics is basically the engineering mechanics of living beings, in which biological phenomena have to be taken into consideration in the basic equations relating force to movement and stress to strain. The aim of this paper is mainly to examine life-induced parameters in living wood that are important for tree mechanics: that is, changes in geometry, changes in mass, force generation, and torque generation.

Some concepts and terms

Life, cell, and fibre

Mechanics and biology often use identical technical terms for slightly different objects or concepts, such as ‘life’, ‘cell’, or ‘fibre’. In mechanical engineering, ‘life’ is used to describe working duration, as in life cycle analysis (i.e. ‘from cradle to grave’); this review will use long (or short) lasting in this case. Life for a biological being, such as a cell, an organ, or a plant, is the period between genesis and death, during which some biological function is performed; this review will use long (or short) living in this case. In trees, it is quite common for a cell, such as a tracheid, to be still performing a useful function (in the case of a tracheid, in mechanical resistance and the conduction of sap) after it has undergone programmed cell death (PCD). It can be said that a tracheid is short-living but long-lasting after death, but its function as a living cell is not identical to that as a dead cell.

In technology, one important class of materials is called cellular materials (e.g. foams, honeycombs). These are made up of cells where physical matter is present only in the cell wall. The cavity can be filled with gas or liquid (or both). The cell is a basic component for mechanical engineering of such materials. Wood as a material belongs to this class. Plant organs are made up of cells in the same way, but the living cell is mainly a basic living unit of the plant.

In fibre-composite materials, another class of materials, the term ‘fibre’ is used to describe a portion of wire, usually made of stiff material, whose length is considerably greater than its diameter (10- to 100-fold). This can be glass fibre, carbon fibre, Kevlar fibre, but sometimes also natural fibres (e.g. flax and cotton). Plant fibres, such as tracheids or libriform fibres, are long thin cells whose geometry is similar to that of technological fibres. In pulp and paper technology, the term ‘fibre’ often refers to a group of cells adhering to each other. The plant cell wall is a fibre-composite according to the engineering definition. In this case, the term ‘fibre’ refers to the cellulose nanofibres, which are called microfibrils in plant anatomy.

Muscle and motors

‘Muscle’ is a term used to describe animal organs that are able to create forces. By analogy, this review will use ‘muscle function’ to describe this biological ability to create forces, and ‘force generator’ the living cells involved. In vertebrate animals, muscle action to control posture or create movement requires the presence of the skeleton, which can resist the muscles’ forces. By analogy, in this review the inner, rigid part of a stem, where the tracheids, libriform fibres, and vessel elements are all dead cells, will be named ‘skeleton’, and passive wood resistance to forces will be named ‘skeleton function’.

‘Motor system’ is a term commonly used in technology to describe a device that is able to produce motion or displacement. Antagonistic muscles acting on a joint is an example of a biological motor system. A bimetallic strip is a classic physical motor system: when the strip is heated, each metal undergoes different thermal expansion; this produces a tensile force on the side of the metal with lower expansion and a compression force on the other side, so there is a bending moment, and the curvature of the strip will grow in proportion to the dissymmetrical expansion. The free end of the strip will move away to a distance nearly proportional to both the curvature change and the strip length.

Force, torque, displacement, curvature, stress, and strain

Usually, a tree does not move, but there are movements within a tree: a part of the tree, the tip of a branch, for example, can change position under the action of wind. This change of position of the top of a beam is named displacement (Δl), measured in m, and it is the result of a change in beam curvature (inverse of the curvature radius) (ΔC), measured in m⁻¹. This change of curvature is the result of a bending moment (BM) acting on the beam according to the equation: ΔC=BM/E×I, where E is the elastic modulus of the beam material and I is the beam second moment of area (a purely geometric property). E expressed in Pa [(kg×m s⁻²)/m²] can be calculated from the density of wood (D, kg m⁻³) and the speed of sound propagation in wood (SS, m s⁻¹), both of which are basic material properties, according to the equation: E=D×SS². SS² (m² s⁻²) is termed the specific modulus.

In a solid, such as a tree, where the total of external forces (gravity force, soil reaction force, and force of wind) is zero, there are internal forces that differ from place to place. Stress is used for mechanical analysis of such forces. Stress has the same direction as an internal force and its amplitude (σ) is the ratio between the force (F, expressed in N) and the area of a small surface perpendicular to the force direction (ΔS): σ=F/ΔS. Stress is measured in Pa (N m⁻²), although MPa is more often used (a typical tyre pressure is 1 MPa).

Strain is a measure of relative deformation within a solid body. If the distance between particles was l before deformation and l+Δl after deformation, then the associated strain (α) is: α=Δl/l. A strain is often the result of a stress action, but it can be linked to physical causes such as a change in relative humidity or temperature (i.e. hygroscopic shrinkage or thermal expansion). In simple unidirectional problems, for example, in elastic ropes, there is a simple proportional relationship between stress and strain: σ=E×α, where E is the elastic modulus of the rope. In more general cases, the equation is the same but stress, strain, and elastic modulus are tensors.

Residual stresses in 3D printing and assembly manufacturing

Additive manufacturing, often called three-dimensional (3D) printing, is the term used to describe the process in which material is joined or solidified under computer control to create
a 3D object, with matter (powder or liquid) being added to-gether (Wong and Hernandez, 2012). In 3D printing, the ma-
terial is created at the same time as the object. A new layer of
material cannot contribute to the mechanical properties of the
object before it has been deposited and solidified. Computer-
 aided design is also used in the manufacture of objects by
assembling material parts in order to make the final 3D object.
In this case, material elements that are manufactured in sep-
parate processes before assembly, and each element can support
loads when used.

There is a clear difference in the stress field within the two
manufacturing methods for self weight loading. Imagine a
column built classically by piling successive elements on to it
vertically; until the desired height is reached, there will be a
uniform compressive stress field $\sigma_0$ all over the base element
(Fig. 1A). If 3D printing is used to create the same column,
each new material layer starts to be loaded only after it has
solidified. From the moment that it has been produced at a
distance $r$ from the centre, until the final building of the
column, the material layer situated at position $r$ will support
an increase of compressive stress due to the deposition of each
new layer. So the final stress will be highest near the centre (the
first deposited layer will support all the successive increases of
compressive stress due to successive deposition). The last de-
posited layer, being just solidified, will not support any stress
from what has happened before (Fig. 1B), so residual stress at
the periphery will be zero. There is also a large difference in
the gravity stress field for a horizontal beam that was previ-
ously manufactured as a piece of material and then attached
to a wall, and a similar beam produced layer by layer in a 3D
printing operation (Fig. 2).

**Tree growth is a kind of 3D printing**

The manufacture of the woody compartment of the tree (i.e.
the trunk and branches) consists of a layer-by-layer depos-
ition of new matter. This kind of 3D printing is known as
growth, and results in geometrical change of the tree structure
characterized by apical elongation (Barthélemy and Caraglio,
2007) and increase in the diameters of woody axes. Growth is a
two-step process (Plomion et al., 2001): (i) mother cell division,
defining the number of new cells in longitudinal and transverse
directions, and (ii) daughter cell differentiation and expansion,
defining the proportion and dimensions of the different types of wood cells. Each step of growth is defined by two main parameters: the increase in length of the axis ($\delta H$) and the increase in radius (distance from the pith) at a given position ($\delta R$). The axis can be straight or sinuous. The transverse section can be circular or more or less elliptical, or sometimes profiled like a T or H beam (with a more complex pattern on section) (Fig. 3).

The evidence for a muscular action of living wood

If there is only gravitational force acting during growth, the peripheral residual stress at any height should be zero (Figs 1 and 2). A classical way to measure in situ stresses inside a structural element is to measure the consequences of these stresses in term of strains, using strain gauges or strain transducers attached to the stressed material by using glue, nails, or screws (Yang et al., 2005). (The local strain $\varepsilon$ is proportional to the local stress $\sigma$ according to the equation $\sigma = E \varepsilon$, where $E$ is the modulus of elasticity of the material.) By cutting grooves on both sides of the strain gauge (Yoshida and Okuyama, 2002; Jullien and Gril, 2008) or boring a hole between the sensor tips (Fournier et al., 2014), there will be a suppression of the local stress, inducing a measured strain opposite to the strain that was present before machining (Fig. 4). These two methods have been largely used on living trees in order to measure longitudinal (and sometimes also tangential) strains at the periphery of trees or branches (Fournier et al., 1994b; Yoshida and Okuyama, 2002). In a very large majority of cases, the measured strain indicated that there were strong tensile stresses at the trunk periphery.

Kübler (1959a, b, 1987), Archer (1986), and Fournier et al. (1991a, b) produced a convincing explanation and models that are universally accepted today. The origin of pre-stressing inside a stem comes from the process of maturation of the cell wall until the end of lignification, which should lead to small strains (both longitudinal and tangential) of the cell wall if it was free: these are termed maturation strains. Because the new layer of living wood is ‘glued’ to the rigid wood skeleton, this deformation is blocked, inducing constraint forces in the new lignified layer. If $\alpha_m$ is the maturation strain, $E$ is the elastic modulus, and $\Delta S$ is the surface area of the new lignified layer,
During a large measurement campaign (Jullien et al., 2013) of 440 European beech trees (eight strain measurements per tree), whose mean diameter and total height were respectively 60 cm and 33 m, the mean active contraction was 800 µdef (1 µdef represents 1 µm m⁻¹). The range of maturation strains was very large (Fig. 6), from zero to >3500 µdef.

Knowing the elastic modulus of the woody tissue enables calculation of the mean tensile stress (10 MPa in the case of beech described above). The uniform compressive stress of the whole mass of the tree (~10 tons) on the base of the trunk should have been only ~0.3 MPa, 30 times less than the maturation stress.

The living wood

Wood is made of three main cell types (Raven et al., 2007; Wiedenhoeft, 2010). Stem cells are located on the entire margin of woody parts: at the tip for elongating woody axes (primary meristems) and in cylindrical sleeves around these axes, just below the bark, for thickening of woody axes (cambium). These cells are active throughout the tree’s life and keep dividing into daughter cells.

Parenchyma cells are long-living (often for many years) multifunctional cells: they have roles in sap flow regulation, chemical synthesis for resistance to microorganisms, storage of nutrients, resin, or minerals, and the replacement of stem cells. Their global PCD corresponds to the formation of heartwood, in which there are no living cells remaining in the wood.

Tracheids, libriform fibres, and vessel elements are short-lived cells (up to a few months) but are long-lasting once dead (often for more than 100 years) (Courtois-Moreau et al., 2009; Cuny et al., 2012; Cuny, 2013); their functions, for both living and dead cells, are purely mechanical, comprising both structural and hydraulic roles. Gymnosperms (conifers) have only
tracheids, while all three of these cell types can be present in angiosperms. Living tracheids play an active mechanical role, while dead tracheids play both a passive structural and a hydraulic role (in the ascent of sap). Vessel elements do not play an important mechanical role, but dead vessel elements play a hydraulic role. Libriform fibres successively play an active and a passive mechanical role (Cruiziat et al., 2002). PCD of vessel elements is rapid (2 weeks) while that of tracheids or libriform fibres is slower (1–4 months), (Courtois-Moreau et al., 2009; Čufar et al., 2011; Cuny, 2013; Cuny et al., 2014).

There are three successive zones in a section of a woody axis, from bark to pith (Fig. 7): (i) the whole living cells zone, which can be subdivided into three successive zones—the division zone (Lz); (ii) the living parenchyma zone, in which all other cells are described as mature (in fact, they are dead); and (iii) the heartwood zone, where all cells are dead.

A temporal description can also be used for the succession of periods concerning an individual tracheid: (i) the birth of a new tracheid dates from cell division in the cambium; (ii) the expansion phase lasts until the final geometry is reached (~1 month); (iii) the maturation phase lasts until PCD and full lignification (some months); and (iv) the dead mature phase then lasts as long as the stem persists (up to many years), with chemical modification by the addition of extractives during heartwood formation. As time goes on, a particular tracheid will be further and further away from the cambium.

---

**Fig. 4.** In situ measurements of ‘muscle’ strain in living wood. (A–C) Measurement of tangential and longitudinal strain using the two-grooves method. A two-dimensional strain gauge is glued on the surface of the living wood, and strain is measured by an electrical device. (A) Longitudinal grooves are cut first to facilitate measurement of tangential strain (Photo courtesy of Bruno Clair), (B) Schematic diagram of two-grooves strain measurement in both directions. (C) Tangential grooves are cut afterwards, to allow measurement of longitudinal strain. (D) Measurement of longitudinal strain using the single-hole method (Photo courtesy of Caroline Loup). Two pins are nailed into the living wood, supporting a micrometric distance sensor whose tip is pressed against the lower pin, with the sensor zeroed. A hole is manually drilled between the pins and the variation in distance between the pins, termed growth strain indicator (GSI), is indicated in µm on the dial. The longitudinal maturation strain at the trunk periphery is proportional to GSI according to the equation: \( \alpha_L = 12.9 \times \text{GSI} \); \( \alpha_L \) in \( \mu \text{def} \times 10^{-6} \), GSI in \( \mu \text{m} \) (the relationship is species dependent; this example is for beech).
Posture control and movement within a tree

A second important finding of in situ measurement of maturation strains is that most trees have a disymmetric distribution of values around the periphery of the trunk (Fig. 8), with high values (mean for beech 19 MPa) on one side and low values (mean 4 MPa) on the opposite side (Becker and Beimgraben, 2001; Jullien et al., 2013). This resembles some types of motor system, like a bimetallic strip or antagonistic muscles, producing an active rotating torque on the stem or branch (Coutand et al., 2007; Alméras and Clair, 2016).

One difference between the mechanics of tree parts and a mechanical device is the coexistence, in every step, of additive manufacturing and force generation. Specific incremental models are required in order to calculate the result of the competition between torque changes due to gravity (growth) and disymmetric maturation strains. There have been many theoretical and experimental studies on this subject, assuming more and more complex situations (Sinnott, 1952; Fournier et al., 1994a; Huang et al., 2005; 2010; Moulia et al., 2006; Coutand et al., 2007; Moulia and Fournier, 2009; Alméras and Fournier, 2009; Alméras et al., 2005a, 2009; Alméras et al., 2018). Successive papers from Alméras et al. (2005a, 2009, 2018) give a good review of the basic results. For oblique growth of a trunk or branch the posture (i.e. the angle of oblique growth) cannot be maintained, whatever the inclination. Without an active bending moment due to maturation forces the inclination will grow with each new growth addition. Second, in order to maintain a constant angle of oblique growth, the active bending moment should compensate for the growth of the bending moment resulting from the growth step. Third, in order to restore the verticality of an oblique axis, for example, after an accident (as described below), the active bending moment should be much higher than the growth of bending moment resulting from the growth step. Fourth, the difference in maturation strain between the two faces of the inclined axis is the motor for posture control and top axis movement.

Normal and special maturation forces

In early studies, wood scientists found that the wood produced on the upper part (in angiosperms) or the lower part (in gymnosperms) of a large horizontal branch was notably different from the rest of the wood of that branch (Onaka, 1949; Sinnott, 1952; Dadswell and Wardrop, 1955; Fisher and Stevenson, 1981). This type of wood is termed reaction wood; it is subdivided into tension wood (on the upper part of the branch) and compression wood (on the lower part) (Wilson and Archer, 1977; Timell, 1986; Gardiner et al., 2014). Tension wood and compression wood differ from normal wood in terms of both the microstructure and the chemical composition of the fibre or tracheid wall (Côté et al., 1969; Tanaka et al., 1981; Ruelle et al., 2006, 2007; Fang et al., 2008; Sultana et al., 2010). Tension wood has a lower proportion of lignin than normal wood, while in compression wood the proportion of lignin is higher; crystalline cellulose nanofibres are nearly parallel to the fibre direction in tension wood, while in compression wood they make an angle between 30° and 50°; and both types have significant changes in the composition of hemicelluloses or lignin monomers (Baillères et al., 1995). In situ measurements (Yoshida et al., 2000; Alméras et al., 2005b; Clair et al., 2006) show that the tension wood on the upper part of angiosperm branches produces very high tensile forces (often three times the mean value), while compression wood on the lower part of gymnosperm branches produces...
high compressive forces (sometimes twice the mean value in absolute terms). Here, these forces will be termed special maturation forces.

Since the beginning of the 1990s many experimental studies have been performed on small trees (both angiosperms and gymnosperms) artificially inclined at angles varying from 10° to 45° (Yoshida et al., 2000; Jourez et al., 2001; Thibaut et al., 2001; Coutand et al., 2007) (Fig. 9). Regardless of the species, there was a clear tendency for trees to restore the vertical posture in the quickest way possible (Alméras et al., 2009). In each case, a large sector of reaction wood was involved in order to maximize the bending moment. The typical geometry of vertical restoration was often seen on trees whose diameter was up to 30 cm, mostly in zones of soil instability. They were studied as field examples of the same experiment (Alméras et al., 2005b; Clair et al., 2006; Ruelle et al., 2007). It was shown that the upper or lower face of the branches of the tree restoring verticality both have typical tension or compression wood and in situ maturation strain values (Fig. 10) corresponding to special maturation forces.

Normal wood refers to wood with a standard chemical composition of the main cell wall polymers, with only small variations around the mean values (~10% for all components); the differences in composition for some basic components, such as lignin, cellulose, and hemicelluloses, are much higher between reaction wood and normal wood (Yeh et al., 2005, 2006; Brennan et al., 2012; Fagerstedt et al., 2014). Juvenile wood, mature wood, opposite wood, lateral wood, flexure wood, are all types of normal wood. The main basic variation within normal wood is in the angle between crystalline cellulose nanofibres and the fibre (or tracheid) direction [the microfibril angle (MFA)]. This can vary between ~5° (in spruce resonant wood) to 40° (in internal spruce juvenile wood), with values of ~15° being the most common. In the wide range of MFA values, the living fibres or tracheids are able to produce normal maturation strain in a wide range that falls within the values of maturation strain in reaction wood (Alméras et al., 2005b).

It should be noted that phloem, which is produced by the same cambium and consists of the same cell types, including...
fibres, performs very similar functions to those of xylem. The muscle function of phloem seems to be of utmost importance for stems with very small diameters (Gorshkova et al., 2018).

**Libriform fibre or tracheid structure and the mechanical behaviour of wood**

The stiffness and strength of wood are mostly due to tracheids and libriform fibres. The mechanical role of a tracheid (things are very similar for libriform fibres) will change from an active role while the tracheid is living to a passive role when it is dead. During the expansion phase, the living tracheid has an active function of increasing the length and diameter of the stem geometry and its mass (mostly liquid mass); this is a type of additive function, like in 3D printing. During the lignification phase there is no further change in volume but a strong increase in the dry mass and a very large increase in the modulus of elasticity and the active generation of maturation forces—that is, in the muscle function. During the mature (dead) phase there is no further change in the geometry, dry mass, or modulus of elasticity, but there is a progressive increase or decrease in residual stress, depending on the specific conditions. Tracheids are mostly involved in passive mechanical resistance to external forces—that is, in the skeleton function.

The cell wall thickening that is the beginning of secondary wall deposition arises at the end of the cell expansion phase (Abe et al., 1997). Successive layers of fibre composite material are deposited inside the cell lumen, adherent to the primary wall (Mellerowicz et al., 2001; Fahlén and Salmén, 2002; Harrington, 2002; Burgert, 2006; Gibson, 2012). At the end of this process there is a thick secondary wall surrounding a cavity (lumen) filled with fluid. A description of the cellular level in the three reference planes—tangential/radial, radial/longitudinal, and tangential/longitudinal—is available in anatomy texts (e.g. Wheeler and Baas, 1998). Porosity (cell and lumen diameter) and fibre orientation (straight, spiral, or interlocked) are key parameters for both hydraulics (lumen diameter is key for sap conduction) and structural mechanics (fibre anisotropy).

There is very little variation in the cell wall density (Kellogg and Wangaard, 1969). Thus, wood density is directly related to the ratio of cell diameter to cell wall thickness, which is known to be the main driver for the properties of cellular material (Gibson and Ashby, 1997; Kretschmann, 2010). However, wood density also depends on moisture content (Glass and Zelinka, 2010), that is, the sum of water molecules inserted inside the hydrophilic cell wall polymers and of “free” water present inside the cell lumens in association with gas (Dlouhá et al., 2018). For wood as an engineering material, the reference is the density at 12% moisture content (D12). Biologists prefer to refer to basic density (BD), which is the ratio of anhydrous mass to green volume, two measures that are independent of the free water content of the green wood. A proportional relationship can be defined between these two density parameters: BD = 0.828 × D12.
(Vieilledent et al., 2018), with fairly good precision for all species.

The ultrastructure of the cell wall, describing the multi-layered fibre composite wall material, is the domain of nanostructure and chemistry. Schematically, the nanofibres are made of crystalline cellulose, while the matrix is a mixture of polysaccharides (hemicelluloses) and polyphenolic (lignin) polymers. The density of the cell wall is almost constant among species (1500 kg m$^{-3}$) and is thus not a pertinent parameter. Key parameters for mechanical behaviour are the crystalline cellulose content, the MFA, and the chemical composition of the matrix (Cave, 1969; Harrington et al., 1998; Donaldson, 2008; Mellerowicz and Sundberg, 2008; Salmén et al., 2012).

The parameters of cellulose are directly linked to the specific modulus (SM). For dry wood (12% moisture content), SM$_{12}$ (in m$^2$ s$^{-2}$) is the square of the speed of sound in the direction of the fibre. For green wood, it is possible to define a basic specific modulus (BSM), which is the ratio of the elastic modulus in the fibre direction of green wood this does not depend on the moisture content of green wood and its basic density. Again, a proportional relationship can be defined between these two parameters: BSM=0.86×SM$_{12}$, with a fairly good precision for all species (Glass and Zelinka, 2010). There is no correlation between specific modulus (or BSM) and density (or BD) as determined in a large number of trees (2234) and species (601) (Dlouhá et al., 2018), and the two descriptors of wood maturation can be viewed as independent.

Wood structure and force generation

The maturation force created by a wood layer portion at the end of its life can be calculated using the formula: $F_m = A_w \times \alpha_m \times BSM \times BD$, where $A_w$ is the section area of the wood layer portion, resulting from both cell division and the expansion phase, $\alpha_m$ is the maturation strain (using a positive sign for contraction, which is the more usual case), resulting from the lignification phase, BSM is the basic specific modulus, representative of cell wall mechanical stiffness, mainly the result of cellulose microfibril deposition (Cave, 1969; Donaldson, 2008), and BD is the basic density, representative of the ratio between cell wall volume and total wood volume.

The very wide range of maturation strain ($\varepsilon_m$) measured in situ in living trees (Figs 6 and 10) is not yet understood. Boyd (1950, 1972) suggests that the driver of maturation strain is a swelling of lignin during its deposition. The variations in cellulose MFA explain the variations in maturation strain. Bamber (2001), looking at tension wood, suggested that there is a shrinkage in cellulose bundles (the cellulose tension theory). Okuyama et al. (1994) propose a ‘unified theory’ where there is both lignin swelling and cellulose shrinkage.

The simplest Boyd model based on MFA changes is quite good for normal wood in which MFA varies between 5° and 40°. The Bamber model, revisited in recent studies on tension wood (Clair et al., 2011; Gorshkova et al., 2012, 2018; Mellerowicz and Gorshkova, 2012; Alméras and Clair, 2016), seems useful for tension wood, where MFA is always small. For compression wood, there is a strong difference in the matrix chemical composition, and models predicting acoustic damping (Brémaud et al., 2013) or shrinkage (Leonardon et al., 2010) should take this chemical difference into account. A form of Boyd model incorporating a much higher lignin swelling could also work.

In summary, it can be said that maturation strain in normal wood is mostly linked to large variations in MFA, while in reaction wood the drastic changes in chemical composition are the key.

Relative influence of geometry, material, and force generation in tree biomechanics

In a review paper, Fournier et al. (2013) suggest four biomechanical traits based on parameters of both stem geometry and wood properties. The first trait is safety against winds (SW): $SW = K_w \times (H/D)^{3/2} / \rho_{_H}$, where $K_w$ is a parameter linked to the crown structure and its interaction with wind as well as stem form. The second trait is safety against buckling (SB): $SB = K_b \times (E/\rho)_{_0.25} \times (H/D)^{5/3} / (H^{1.75})$, where $K_b$ is a parameter linked to gravity and stem form. The third trait is motion velocity (MV): $MV = K_m \times (D \times (D/\rho))^{0.25} \times (D/\rho)$, where $K_m$ is a parameter linked to section geometry and mostly to dissymmetry of both growth and modulus of elasticity between upper and lower part of the axis (see Alméras et al., 2005b). It is an indicator of the radial growth needed to achieve a change in. Radial growth is a proxy of time, and MV is an indirect measure of the speed of restoration of verticality. The fourth trait is performance of posture control (PC): $PC = K_p \times \delta \alpha \times (E/\rho)_{_0.25} / (H/D)^{2} / (H \times H \times \sin(\delta \phi))$, where $K_p$ is a parameter linked to gravity and stem form.

Geometrical parameters are the total length (or height) ($H$) and diameter ($D$) of the stem, their ratio $H/D$ (i.e. slenderness), $\delta D$ (diameter increment), and $\phi$ (angle from the vertical of the stem or branch). The wood material parameters are the density, modulus of elasticity, specific modulus, and rupture strength in compression. Force generation parameters are $\alpha_m$ and $\delta \alpha_m$ (dissymmetry of maturation strain between the upper and lower part of the stem) combined with radial growth and wood material parameters.

It should be noted that the geometrical parameters are the most important in the passive mechanical resistance of the skeleton. Motion velocity and posture control traits show that none of these functions could be accomplished without a dissymmetry in force generation between the upper and lower parts of the stem or branch.

Modulation of living wood hydraulics and mechanical answers to common problems

The two main external constraints during a tree’s life are water availability and light access. The ascent of sap is mostly passive in the sapwood skeleton, except for its regulation by the parenchyma cells (Beeckman, 2016). The frequency of the conduits, lumen diameter, perforations, and pits are the main parameters of the geometry of the ‘pipe’ system. So, regulation in terms of the distribution of conduits and their diameter and connections...
should be prepared by cambial activity (i.e. cell division and expansion) in advance of water stresses. A classical form of modulation is spring/summer or wet/dry seasonal variations in water stress leading to greater porosity of the conducting system during wet periods (Fonti et al., 2010; Björklund et al., 2017).

Light access is a strong driver of growth adaption. Vertical growth is the norm for stems with isotropic light access. However, for seedlings, lower branches, or trees at the edge of a group, access to vertical light is limited and oblique growth is necessary. For oblique growth to occur, posture control by disymmetric maturation strains is needed throughout growth (including, eventually, a disymmetric of radial growth). Disymmetric normal wood can be used for small inclines, but for strongly oblique (near horizontal) branches, reaction wood, eventually with eccentric growth, is the rule. When light access is more or less isotropic (for both dominant and dominated trees), trees are usually vertical when there is no accidental event. Self weight is still a problem in terms of the risk of buckling, but the wind is the main source of force leading to bending of the tree.

**Full light availability**

If both oblique and vertical light are fully accessible, the crown can spread out freely, but the wind will have the maximum effect in this situation. A large stem, with a small slenderness ratio \((H/D < 50)\), is the best solution against wind and buckling risk (Telewski, 1989; Proun et al., 2000; Kern et al., 2005). Wood mechanical performances are marginal and very efficient trees can be built with light woods (Anten and Schieving, 2010; Larjavaara and Muller-Landau, 2010), which are efficient in terms of carbon economy for pioneer species.

**Vertical light availability**

If only vertical light is accessible, as in regular even-aged plantations, the crown width will be restricted by the density of trees and most trees will be co-dominant, so wind exposure is smaller than for open-field trees. In the race to keep a good height, with a rather small crown, high slenderness ratios (values between 50 and 100) and low density are good choices, as long as the self buckling risk is not too great. The risk of buckling is highest at a critical diameter (20–30 cm for the abovementioned slenderness) and the way to limit this risk is to maximize the specific modulus while maintaining a good wood density in order to resist wind action. This is a classical strategy in high-density stands (Poorter et al., 2005; Read et al., 2011; Waghorn and Watt, 2013; Carson et al., 2014).

**No light availability**

Sometimes there is no direct access to light, for example, in the case of future dominant trees growing in the understorey, in very small gaps, at the beginning of life. Only a low percentage of the full light intensity is available near the ground and so the sapling must reach a rather great height (at least 10m) as soon as possible (Poorter et al., 2005). The only solution is to have a very high slenderness ratio (values ~200, often until the tree is 20 m tall) as has been observed in tropical forest (Jaouen et al., 2007); trees with such high ratios have a very high buckling risk. The crown weight should be very small, and the only trees to be measured as having such high slenderness ratios have the highest specific modulus and high wood density.

**Coping with accidents**

There are two main kind of major accidents: (i) departure from verticality due to either partial uprooting (wind action) or ground instability; and (ii) top stem breakage (e.g. due to a heavy object falling on the stem or an animal eating it).

**Departure from verticality**

Under a combination of strong winds and wet soils, trees will often undergo a small permanent rotation of the whole root system so they are more or less inclined. In such circumstances, the risk of losing in the competition for light is great, and some quick vertical restoration is needed. The motion velocity is strongly regulated by diameter, and verticality of small-diameter trees is easily restored using reaction wood. To complement the use of reaction wood on one side, dissymmetry of growth can arise (Fig. 3A). Depending on the species, dissymmetry of maturation strain is four to six times more efficient than dissymmetry of growth (Alméras et al., 2005b; Huang et al., 2010). The use of buttresses (Fig. 3B) on the tension side (Ter Steege et al., 1997; Fournier et al., 2014) is an extreme example of growth dissymmetry.

**Stem apex suppression**

Primary growth by the apex is the means by which trees reach higher. Branches below the apex use oblique growth in order to find lateral light. After apex breakage, the fastest way for the tree to regain height is to change the posture of one or more long thin branches near the breakage zone. The mechanism applied to the branch is the same as that used in restoring stem verticality, using reaction wood (Chanson et al., 1990) and section ovalization if needed. This option for a branch to take the lead in primary growth is also used by saplings in response to canopy disturbance (Collet et al., 2011) or by large inclined trees. Instead of restoring the verticality of a large stem, one of the branches on the upper side begins to grow vertically and the former apex part slowly declines. After such branch relay, the stem base continues to grow in an oblique fashion with a dissymmetry of maturation strain, while primary growth of the main branch limits the increase in flexure moment. This is probably the reason why strongly inclined large trees do not have very high maturation strains (Jullien et al., 2013).

**Conclusion**

The mechanical role of wood in a tree is much more complex than purely as a skeleton assuming the passive ascent of sap and resistance to gravity and external forces such as wind. In fact,
wood in the tree, considered to be all the tissues underneath the bark, consists of a succession of dead skeleton (heartwood) and living skeleton (sapwood) where most of the cells are dead and representing the near totality of wood dry mass. However, this skeleton is surrounded by a continuous thin sleeve of living cells performing the additive manufacturing of the tree and creating forces that are useful for posture control.

Additive manufacturing parameters are the most important for hydraulic and structural mechanical resistance. Active force generation is compulsory and is precisely regulated around the stem and branches in answer to posture control and movements within the tree. Fibre wall structure and chemical composition are designed for force generation efficiency and for mechanical properties of the skeleton.

There is a very fine regulation of all living wood parameters: primary and secondary growth, secondary cell wall thickness and mechanical properties, as well as active force generation. How this regulation is proceed by billions of wood living cells is puzzling (Coutand, 2010), although it is known that each cell is a kind of microprocessor, having sensors, memory, and an internal clock, and is able to act and send information through (at least) the giant web of parenchyma cells. Understanding this regulation will be a very great challenge that requires cooperation between engineering and biological sciences.
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